
Informants
Excerpts from the Drug Enforcement Administration, Drug Enforcement Handbook.

One key to developing and gaining the cooperation of most informants is proper interviewing
techniques. Most criminals or criminal associates do not readily offer information or agree to
cooperate with law enforcement officials. However, a competent investigator who is a good listener
and can communicate clearly and effectively can often gain cooperation.

The criminal or criminal associate often has two principal concerns that
must be addressed before they will seriously consider cooperating. First, the
potential informant will be concerned about the confidentiality of their identity
and secondly the investigator will address the specific motivation of the
potential informant, e.g.; monetary payments. Therefore, it is imperative that
the investigator be prepared to discuss these concerns with the potential
informant if cooperation is to be gained.

Listed below are some suggested questions the investigator should
attempt to find answers to when interviewing an informant or potential
informant.

1. What is their motivation?
2. Has the informant been reliable in the past?
3. How intelligent is the informant?
4. How do they know about the violation?
5. Do they have a personal interest?
6. Do they have direct knowledge relative to the information?
7. Do they have access to additional related information?
8. Do they have reason to be vengeful toward the violator?
9. Do they have sufficient experience to report information accurately?
10. Are they withholding some of the information?
11. Have they fabricated information in the past?
12. Are they willing to testify in court?

If most of the above questions can be answered, the investigator should be able to objectively
evaluate the informant and the information they are providing.

Control and Handling of Informants

A cardinal rule is the investigator directs and controls the investigation, not the informant.
Unfortunately, this is not as basic as it may sound, especially for the inexperienced investigator who
in their enthusiasm to do a good job and establish their reputation may fall prey to a perversely
motivated informant. There is nothing wrong with asking the informant for suggestions or showing
appreciation for quality information; in fact, these techniques are encouraged. However, the
supervisor must be the controlling and decision-making authority, not the informant.

A pitfall that must be meticulously avoided is promising inflated monetary payments or
making other promises to an informant that cannot be kept or are outside the authority of an agent to
make. Advising an informant of anticipated judicial disposition of a charge pending against him;
indicating that an informant will receive probation or a reduced sentence because of their cooperation



are examples of commitments that are beyond the authority of an agent to make. Promising inflated
rewards for cooperation must also be avoided. Informant payments are not within the sole discretion
of a case agent and are contingent upon such factors as supervisory approval, budget, agency
guidelines, etc. Informants may be told that monetary payments are available and general payment
guidelines. Inflated promises of payments or rewards may stimulate an informant one time but an
informant is not likely to assist in future investigations once a promise has been reneged upon.

In order to maintain proper control of the informant and direction of the investigation, it is a
good policy for the investigator to maintain frequent personal contact with the informant. When
personal contact is not possible, telephonic contact should be utilized, but not solely relied upon.
Personal meetings between the agent and informant are the best atmosphere for debriefing the
informant, developing rapport and issuing instructions. Pre-arranged, secure meeting places should
also be established. Utilizing government buildings, police departments, and other official building
to meet an informant should be avoided to reduce the risk of exposing the informant. It is generally
recommended that a second witnessing officer be present at these meetings. The second officer
serves to corroborate anything said or done at the meeting. This could become important at a later
time if the informant makes incriminating accusations against the controlling investigator. Secondly,
exposure of a second investigator to the informant will make the transition of the informant, from one
investigator to another investigator, easier in the event the controlling investigator is transferred,
retires, etc. Although some agencies do not make it mandatory for two investigators to meet with an
informant, all agencies recognize that meetings between agents and informants of the opposite sex
and meetings where informants are paid monies are obvious situations that dictate two investigators
being present.

One of the first things to be discussed with an informant is the law regarding entrapment.
The investigator should ensure the informant understands the difference between providing an
opportunity for a suspect to violate the law versus providing the motivation. Additionally, at no time
should an investigator develop the opinion that an informant is strictly their personal property. An
informant is actually accountable to the government through the agency to which they are providing
information.

Some criminal or criminal associate informants have low moral and ethical standards.
Therefore, an investigator must be on constant guard not to adopt these standards or in any way
compromise themselves or the government. An investigator must be particularly wary of situations
where they are forced to closely associate with a criminal or criminal associate informant,
particularly over an extended period of time, to wit: Undercover and witness protection assignments.

Good rapport and mutual trust between an investigator and an informant greatly enhances the
likelihood of accomplishing the mission. Initially, creating this type atmosphere may be difficult
especially when dealing with a fear-motivated informant who has recently been arrested. Generally,
if the investigator is truthful and fair with the informant, a solid professional relationship will
eventually develop. However, an investigator should always conduct personal and criminal
background checks on an informant and attempt to corroborate the informant’s information through
independent sources.


